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ABOUT STATE OF CHANGE
		

State of Change is a one-hour documentary that follows three students as they take a road trip across Indiana
to discover the growing possibilities in their home state—and the Indiana-grown ingenuity that’s making an
impact far beyond state borders.
Shannon, Dengke, and Jaedyn are all at different points in their pursuit of undergraduate degrees, but they
share a curiosity for what’s next to come—both for their own futures, and for the future of their home state.
Traveling across Indiana to take a look at some of the state’s leading industries, the roadtrippers see that their
fellow Hoosiers are using different tools to innovate—be it seeds, software, or steel—but they’re all working
toward the same goal: finding new solutions for a changing world. As the team’s eyes are opened to all of the
possibilities Indiana has to offer, they realize that when you find the courage to accept change, you also gain
the courage to grow.

ABOUT ROADTRIP NATION
				

“What should I do with my life?” For over 15 years, we here at Roadtrip Nation have made it our mission to
help individuals answer this question. We show people how to turn the things they like into careers they
love—and we do it with the most powerful of tools: personal stories. We’ve sat down with professionals of
all kinds and asked them honest questions about their struggles, successes, and how they found personally
meaningful careers. These conversations introduce young people to new paths—and how to pursue them.
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HOW TO USE THE STATE OF CHANGE
VIEWING GUIDE
The State of Change viewing guide is designed to be used after viewing the State of Change documentary.
Activities should be completed by students along with their mentors, teachers, or family members in order to
spark meaningful conversations about students’ future aspirations and how to achieve them. Here are a few
ideas on how to use this guide with your students.

WATCH

This viewing guide should be filled in after watching the documentary as a whole; however, the documentary
may be split into two viewings if needed.
Total running time: 60 minutes

TALK

Provide a viewing guide to each student before screening the documentary. Have students complete the
TALK section for several or all discussion topics after viewing the full documentary. You may want to choose
discussion topics that are relevant to your students, allow them to choose one or more discussion topics, or
assign all discussions and questions for a thorough self-reflective activity.
					
If you’d like to use this guide for group discussions, students should write down their thoughts first, then share
through conversation. Discussions can take place in small groups with peers or with an instructor, mentor, or
family members. Encourage students to discuss any insights, ideas, or questions they have during the viewing
of the documentary or during your conversation.
Student written responses: 30 – 60 minutes
Optional discussion time: 30 - 60 minutes
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MEET THE ROADTRIPPERS
DENGKE
Age 19
From Portage, IN
After emigrating from China to industrial Northwestern Indiana at the age of seven,
Dengke realized he was interested in engineering from a young age. But his first
dream was to follow in his older brother’s footsteps and join the military. The National
Guard felt like a great fit for Dengke—who counts leadership and discipline among
his key strengths—but a paperwork snafu ended his service early. It was a tough
setback, but he quickly pivoted to plan B, and recently finished his first semester of
a general engineering program at Purdue University. He knows he still wants to be a
leader someday—someone who can inspire and motivate others to reach their true
potential—but still so early on in his education, he first needs to see as many different
engineering paths as possible to figure out where he can plug in his skills.

JAEDYN
Age 18
From Kokomo, IN
“If you don’t love life, you’re doing it wrong.” This is the mantra that Jaedyn tries his
best to live by; it was coined by one of his best friends, who passed away suddenly last
year. After losing his friend, the high school senior dealt with some tough roadblocks:
he sunk into a depression, let his grades slip, and questioned his path to college. But
he realized that the best way to honor his friend is by getting back to doing what he
loves, and what he loves is helping animals. After he received a personal sympathy
card from his veterinarian when his guinea pig passed away, Jaedyn knew he’d found
his dream career. Now entering his first year of community college, he hopes he can
sit down with Indiana’s best vets to get the inspiration he needs for what he knows
could be a challenging road to veterinary school, and beyond.

SHANNON
Age 21
From Beech Grove, IN
Currently studying plant science at Purdue University, Shannon’s love for the field is
no joke: when she was in high school, she discovered a new species of microorganism,
a bright pink phylloplane yeast that will be named Foliophilomyces newerthii in her
honor! But even after attaining such a high level of success at a young age, she’s facing
the same struggles every college junior faces: What should she specialize in? Should
she continue her education beyond her bachelor’s degree? And if so, how will she pay
for that? Driving these decisions is her desire to help people—and specifically, to help
the farmers of Indiana. A lover of travel—she recently returned from a study-abroad
program in Australia—she’s ready to use this new adventure to not only explore her
home state, but to find out what its farmers need most.
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DISCUSSION 1: HARD WORK

Talk
As the roadtrippers meet with leaders, a common theme arises in each of their stories: the importance of working hard to achieve a goal. As you respond to the questions that follow, consider your
own ability to remain focused on a goal, no matter how big or impossible it seems.
1.

List an example of a time you had to put in hard work to get closer to accomplishing a goal. Were
there any roadblocks along the way? If so, how did you overcome them?

2. Joshua Cowan reminds the roadtrippers that no one starts at the top—every job requires stepping stones. A stepping stone is a small action that helps you get to your ultimate goal. What
stepping stones can you take to achieve your dream?
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DISCUSSION 1: HARD WORK

3. David Newill (https://indiana.shareyourroad.com/profile/1f71966e) worked hard as he took on
many jobs, eventually landing himself a career as an Aerospace Consultant. Explore the Indiana
Share Your Road Community (https://indiana.shareyourroad.com) to find leaders who experienced
the value of hard work in your state. Name one leader whose profile shared an example of hard
work. How do you connect to this leader’s story about hard work?
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DISCUSSION 2: INTEREST + INNOVATION

Talk
The leaders in the film might work in different innovative fields, but they all followed their interests
to get where they are. Figuring out your interests—and exploring career possibilities that connect to
those interests—can be the key in building a future that excites you. Think outside of the box as you
reflect on what interests you’ve had throughout your life.

1. Hallie talks about combining her interests in math, science, and medicine, which led her to
biomedical engineering. List your interests, then list different careers that connect to your
interests.

2. The roadtrippers share that they were surprised by some of the innovation and technology
already being used in their home state of Indiana that they weren’t aware was being put to use.
What was something that surprised you about the businesses or industries that you saw in the
film?
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DISCUSSION 2: INTEREST + INNOVATION

3. “Experience it all” is the advice that Hallie Brinkerhuff gives the roadtrippers. She recommends having an open mind when it comes to figuring out what to do with your life. What are some things
that you can do locally that align with your interests and fall in line with the advice of “experiencing
it all”?

4. Lindsay Siovaila changed her perspective about Indiana when she realized that the people there—
and in most places—are working hard to keep up with change and create new solutions that make
people’s lives better. List three examples of innovation within Indiana. They can be examples from
the film, or examples that you’ve come across in your own life. If you’re unsure, see what comes up
when you search some of the companies or leaders from the film.
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DISCUSSION 3: SUPPORT SYSTEM

Talk
When you make decisions for yourself, it’s likely that others will have their own thoughts and opinions
about your decisions. Sometimes what you want for yourself won’t match what the media, your peers,
your culture, or even your close friends and family want for you. Negative discouragement from
others that ignores who you are and what you want in life is what we call “noise,” and it’s up to you to
block noise that keeps you from staying true to yourself.

1.Polina Feldman signs the RV after her interview with the advice to “ignore the probability, live life to
the possibility.” She has chosen to block the negative noise in her life. What negative noise have
you heard from people and how can you make an effort to block it?
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DISCUSSION 3: SUPPORT SYSTEM

2. Roadtripper Shannon talks about having mentors who have given her guidance for her future.
Which people in your life do you consider your mentors, and how have they helped shape your life
and decisions in positive ways? If you can’t think of any mentors, where could you go to find them?

3. Polina Feldman followed many interests to find a career that she loves. What are the benefits of
going after multiple opportunities that interest you? How can your support system help you find
and make the most of opportunities?
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DISCUSSION 4: FINDING YOUR SPARK

Talk
Throughout the film, leaders stress the importance of finding something that lights you up at your
core. Something that “lights you up” is an activity, topic, or subject that sparks your curiosity and gets
you excited. When you find that spark, you may find yourself losing track of time or with a smile on
your face, because you’re putting your brain and hands to work on something you love. Keep that in
mind as you answer the following questions.
1. Learning from failure is something that Santiago Jaramillo experienced along his journey to starting his own company. How can failure be a source of motivation to go after what you want? List an
example of a time you experienced failure and if anything positive came from it.

2. Darci Valentine (https://indiana.shareyourroad.com/profile/01a217bc) changed her career path
multiple times before ending up as the Director of Communications at ADESA. Explore the Indiana
Share Your Road Community (https://indiana.shareyourroad.com) to find leaders who connect
with your interests. Which leader’s profile did you connect with? How can you apply the guidance
that the leader shared to your life?
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DISCUSSION 4: FINDING YOUR SPARK
3. Santiago Jaramillo talks about using a Venn diagram to think about “what I love to do, what I’m
good at, and what I can get paid to do. In the middle of those is what I want to do.” Fill in the circles
below, then brainstorm what career you might want to do that combines what you wrote in all
three circles.

WHAT I LOVE TO DO

WHAT I AM GOOD AT

WHAT I WANT TO DO

WHAT I CAN GET PAID TO DO
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